To rationalize the influence of molecular architecture on metal ion selectivity and affinity, a DFT study of three amino-alcohol ligands, bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (BHEEN), and two ligands where the backbone is reinforced with cycloalkyl moieties, N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclopentyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (Cyp 2 -EN), and N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (Cy 2 -EN), using the X3LYP and PBEPBE functionals with 6-31G(d,p), 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets has been conducted in combination with Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) and Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses. QTAIM analysis predicted the formation of intra-molecular N-HÁ Á ÁO-H and -HÁ Á ÁH-interactions only in Cy 2 -EN. The latter interaction in metal complexes is often interpreted as a destabilizing steric repulsion. These analyses also predicted the electron density at the ring critical point, and its Laplacian, of the cyclopentyl moiety in Cyp 2 -EN to be twice as large as those of the cyclohexyl moiety in Cy 2 -EN. It is suggested that the increased electron density within the 5-member reinforcement rings is responsible for the absence of the intramolecular interactions observed in Cy 2 EN and also contributes to its lower affinity for metal ions. The formation of the intramolecular N-HÁ Á ÁO-H bond was observed in the NBO analysis for all three ligands since values of the second-order stabilization energy E (2) caused by the charge transfer between the O lone-pair and the N-H bond was non-zero. The strength of the H-bond increased in the order Cy 2 -EN > BHEEN > Cyp 2 -EN that is consonant with a decrease in the N-HÁ Á ÁO-H distance. Because a similar trend, viz., log K ML (Cy 2 -EN) > log K ML (BHEEN) > log K ML (Cyp 2 -EN) is observed for the stability constants with all metal ions, we tentatively conclude that the ability of the ligand to transfer charge between orbitals, as described by E
Introduction
Interest in the chemistry of amino-alcohols stems, inter alia, from their importance in the pharmaceutical industry [1] [2] [3] , their use as chiral reagents in organic synthesis [4] [5] [6] , especially as a Zn(II) complex [7, 8] , and as cross-linking reagents in the synthesis of precursor systems for superconductors [9, 10] . Amino-alcohols could play an important role in medicinal chemistry as ligands for metals in complexes that are alternatives to presently administered agents in diagnostic and curative protocols. Towards this end, an understanding of their coordination behavior is important.
We are interested in amino-alcohols which contain at least two N-and two O-donor atoms, as ligands for a variety of transition and inner transition metal ions. A simple example of such a ligand is the commercially available potentially tetradentate ligand N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (BHEEN) (Scheme 1A). De Sousa and Hancock [11, 12] have shown that, by the appropriate manipulation of reaction conditions, the reaction of 1R,2S-cyclohexene oxide with a diamine or a triamine produces predominantly the meso form (1R,2R,1 0 S,2 0 S) of a product with two pendent cyclohexanol groups typically in 70-80% yield. This was found in the case of the ligands N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-trans-cyclohexane-1,2-diamine (TCA), N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-propane-1,3-diamine (Cy 2 -tn) and N 0 ,N 00 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-1,4,7-triazaheptane (Cy 2 -dien) (Scheme 1B). Recently the meso form of the related ligands N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (Cy 2 -EN), N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclopentyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (Cyp 2 -EN) and N,N 0 -bis(2-hydroxycyclohexyl)-propan-2-ol-1,3-diamine (Cy 2 -otn) (Scheme 1B and C) has been prepared [13] . The properties of ligands, and in particular their preferred coordination behavior, often can be modified and fine tuned by simple structural modifications [14] ; for instance, N-donor ligands that have also neutral oxygen donors incorporated show an increased selectivity for larger metal ions relative to smaller metal ions [15] ; however, this fundamental concept in ligand design can be modified. For example, if an ethyl bridge between the N-and O-donors is replaced by a cyclohexyl bridge, the ligand becomes selective towards smaller metal ions [12, [16] [17] [18] . Based largely on a molecular mechanics analysis, this has been attributed [19] to short repulsive contacts between H-atoms on the cyclohexyl bridges and H-atoms on the backbone of the ligand; these repulsive contacts become shorter with increasing metal-ion size and hence increased selectivity for smaller metal ions is observed.
The focus in this work is on BHEEN (it contains a simple ethyl bridge between the N-and O-donor atoms and therefore it has no ''structural reinforcement") and on the structurally reinforced analogues Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN with cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl bridges, respectively, between the N-and O-donor atoms. We refer to these ligands as containing ''5-membered reinforcement rings" (5m-RR) and ''6-membered reinforcement rings" (6m-RR). The stability constants, as log K ML values, for the formation of a 1:1 complex between the metal and the ligand have been reported to be 3.79 and 7.75 for Ni(II) with Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN, respectively [20] , or Dlog K ML = 3.96, which is over 100% increase in log K value due to the change from 5m-RR to 6m-RR added to the ligand BHEEN (Table 1) . Ni(II) (ionic radius r = 0.69 Å) is a medium-size ion. With Cu(II), which is a smaller metal ion (r = 0.57 Å) the analogous increase in log K is only 67% (6.75 and 11.29, respectively) . The addition to BHEEN of (i) a 5m-RR to form Cyp 2 -EN results in the decrease in stability constants of ML by about 30 and 43% for Cu(II) and Ni(II), respectively, and (ii) a 6m-RR to form Cy 2 -EN increases the stability constants for Cu(II) and Cd(II) (ionic radius r = 0.95 Å) by about 17 and 21%, respectively. Hence the rule of preferred selectivity towards small metal ions [12, [16] [17] [18] seems to have been violated. It would appear that rationalizations based on steric interactions between backbone H-atoms, a ''steric repulsion" argument founded on a classical mechanics model, may not be adequate to explain such experimental observations. We therefore have decided to focus on DFT modeling of these ligands and their complexes.
Our ultimate aim is to model metal ion complexes with aminoalcohol ligands to rationalize the influence of the ligand architecture on metal ion selectivity and affinity as well as to theoretically predict experimentally-determined stability constants. Towards this end, it is important to understand the structural, electronic, and vibrational properties of ligands and to identify the presence of weak intramolecular interactions if any. Our attention in particular was focused on (i) the formation of bond paths in which the donor atoms might be involved as this would be expected to control and modify their coordination properties, (ii) the influence of a small structural change from 5m-RR to 6m-RR on the electronic properties and hence the formation of preferential bond paths in these ligands, and (iii) whether there is a correlation between the structural and physical properties (as in (i) and (ii) above) and 
Experimental

Computational details
Unless otherwise indicated, all calculations were performed using Gaussian 03 [22] on a Linux workstation in parallel environment; visualization and assignments of the normal vibrational modes were performed with the help of the GaussView 03 suite of programs [23] .
Two correlated DFT functionals, X3LYP (a hybrid GGA type that is an admixture of the Becke extended three-parameter (X3) exchange functional [24] [25] [26] coupled with the Lee-Yang-Parr electron-correlation functional [27] ) and PBEPBE (an admixture of a GGA-type exchange and correlations of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [28, 29] ) were used. These two functionals were employed in conjunction with three basis sets, 6-31G(d,p), 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-311++G(d,p), to investigate the equilibrium bond lengths and valence bond angles, the topology of the electron density and the vibrational properties of the three amino-alcohol ligands, BHEEN, Cyp 2 -EN, and Cy 2 -EN (Scheme 1). It is known that both standard and hybrid exchange-correlation functionals can be used for modeling the structures and properties of chemical systems with acceptable accuracy [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and the B3LYP hybrid functional is one of the many such functionals which has been extensively applied. It has been suggested, however, that the B3LYP functional is inadequate for the description of weak interactions in chemical systems (and this is what we expected to be present in our ligands) because of the lack of electron-electron correlation [35] [36] [37] . The inclusion of electron correlation, as well as the use of flexible and extended basis sets augmented with diffuse functions, is important for accurately describing H-bonding and van der Waals interactions [38] [39] [40] [41] since the choice of basis set influences not only the relative energetic stability of conformers, but also the number of local minima, and that is important in correctly analyzing the low energy barriers to internal rotation [42, 43] . An extension to B3LYP, called X3LYP, addresses this issue to some extent. We have chosen this methodology because it is known to describe weak inter-and intra-molecular interactions [24, 28, 44, 45] and the structure and electronic properties of molecular systems [24, [45] [46] [47] in a well-defined manner. We used two different functionals to evaluate to what extent the computed thermochemical and electronic properties were dependent on the type of functional used.
Since one of the ultimate aims of our calculations is to rationalize and to predict stability constants of these three ligands with a variety of metal ions in aqueous solution, we therefore also investigated the effect of solvation on the structural, electronic and vibrational properties of each ligand. For this purpose we have used the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) technique [48] [49] [50] [51] in which the statistically averaged effect of the solvent is simulated by representing the medium with appropriate physical properties, such as the dielectric permittivity (e) and the coefficient of thermal expansion. Dielectric continuum theories [52] [53] [54] [55] are widely used to describe hydration because accurate results are produced at a relatively low computational cost; we have used the Conductorlike Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM) [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] in conjunction with the united atom (UA) cavity-model in-tagged with Kohn-Sham (KS) radii (UAKS) [61, 62] ; the radii were optimized with PBEPBE/6-31G(d,p) with solvent as water (e = 78.39) for this purpose. For the calculations involving the simulation of solvent we set TSARE = 0.3 and TSNUM = 100 in order to avoid the oscillatory behavior often encountered during optimization.
The crystal structures of the ligands were available to us and hence their conformation in the solid state is known, but it is reasonable to expect that they will adopt a range of conformations in solution or, germane to this study, in the gas phase. In an attempt to find the minimum energy gas phase conformation, the conformational space of the ligands was explored by performing molecular dynamics and simulated annealing (MD/SA) molecular mechanics (MM) calculations using the Generalized AMBER Force Field (GAFF) of Kollman et al. [63] , parameters for which we have added to the HYPERCHEM suite of programs [64] . Partial charges on the atoms were determined from a semi-empirical single point calculation using the PM3 model [65] at the crystal structure geometry. In a typical MD/SA simulation, the molecule was heated from 0 to 800 K over 20 ps in steps of 0.5 fs, maintained at 800 K for a time (between 1 and 20 ps) and then annealed to 0 K over 20 ps, followed by full energy minimization (Polak-Ribiere algorithm with a convergence criterion of 0.005 kcal mol À1 Å À1 in the gradient.)
This was repeated 20 times. For each ligand a few simulations were run with longer simulation times (between 100 and 500 ps) but returned structures were very similar to those already discovered. The lowest energy structures, as well as several others, obtained from the MD/SA calculations for all three ligands were optimized by DFT methods as described above. We found no consistency between the MD/SA minimum energy structures and those obtained by DFT calculations. We therefore used the conformation of each ligand found in the solid state (ligands are located at an inversion center, C i symmetry) as the starting structure for our DFT calculations. The structure of the three ligands was energy-optimized at both levels of theory in their electronic ground states. The calculations of the normal mode frequencies were performed with the aid of analytical second derivatives of the X3LYP and PBEPBE potential energy surfaces to locate genuine stationary points. A tight convergence criterion (10 À5 hartee bohr
À1
) with ultrafine integration grid was used instead of the default settings. The resulting output from Gaussian 03 with IMAG = 0 ensures that the stationary points for all the structures belong to true minima.
We carried out a topological analysis of the electron charge density (q(r)) and the Laplacian of the charge density (r 2 q(r)) at all the bond critical points (BCPs) using both X3LYP and PBEPBE in conjunction with the three different basis sets on the optimized molecular geometry of the ligands using the quantum theory atoms in molecules (QTAIM) of Bader [21] . For reasons discussed below, we focused on the results obtained using a 6-31G(d,p) basis set for the ligands both in the gas phase and in solution. The resulting formatted check point and wavefunction files were used as inputs both to AIMALL [66] and AIM2000 [67, 68] suite of programs for the calculation and visualization of the topological properties of q(r) and r 2 q(r).
Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses has been applied successfully to a number of intra-molecular H-bonded systems [69] [70] [71] . We assessed the transfer of electron density between the electron donor and the acceptor of an idealized Lewis structure into an empty non-Lewis orbital by computing the second-order stabilization energies E (2) (caused by charge transfer interactions between various donor-acceptor pairs of orbitals) by natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMO) analysis using the NBO 3.0 set of programs [72, 73] available in GAUSSIAN 03. The wavefunctions were analyzed with the help of NBOs using the SCF density. Eq. (1) gives the second-order perturbative estimates of the energies E (2) associated with the delocalization i ? j where q i is the donor orbital occupancy, F(i,j) is the off diagonal NBO Fock matrix element, e i and e j are the diagonal elements representing the orbital energies, and i,j represents donor NBO(i) and acceptor NBO(j), respectively.
Materials and methods
BHEEN (as the unprotonated ligand) was obtained from SigmaAldrich and used as received. As will be described elsewhere [13] , diffraction-quality crystals were obtained of its nitrate salt; crystals of the free ligand were not suitable for diffraction studies. Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN were prepared by the method of de Sousa and Hancock [11, 12] and good quality crystals of the neutral ligand were obtained. Their Raman spectra were measured using a Bruker 100 IFS FT-Raman spectrometer with a liquid N 2 -cooled Ge detector and Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm excitation line) in the region 100-3500 cm À1 with approximately 300 mW power at the sample. The spectral resolution was 4 cm
À1
; 256 scans were averaged for each spectrum. A DIGILAB FT-IR FTS 7000 Series spectrometer with WinIR Pro Version 3.4.2.021 software, ceramic IR source, a diamond ATR, and DTGS detector was used to record the IR spectra (32 averaged sample and background scans) in the range from 500 to 4500 cm À1 with a resolution of 4 cm À1 .
Results and discussion
3.1. Comparison of selected structural metrics from DFT calculations and the solid state structures Tables 2 and 3 we compare the differences between the average bond lengths and bond angles of the solid state structures and the computed structures where the latter have been obtained using two different functionals and three basis sets; also included in the tables are values obtained from the CPCM/UAKS technique to simulate the effect of aqueous solvent. The actual values themselves, and not just the differences, are given in Table S1 of the Supplementary Information. The DFT calculations and the crystal structure of BHEEN are not directly comparable because the structure of the unprotonated ligand is not available whilst, since we wished to compare the structures and intramolecular interactions of the three ligands in question, our calculations were confined to the unprotonated ligand. The results for both Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN indicate that the DFT methods employed predicted bond lengths well. The analysis of data seen in Table 2 indicates that both functionals tend to slightly overestimate C-O and C-C bond lengths (typically by up to 0.02 Å), but the C-N bond lengths are reproduced to better than 0.01 Å. Interestingly, the smallest basis set used (6-31G(d,p)) predicted the C-O bond lengths most accurately for optimizations conducted in the gas phase for both functionals; the calculated C-C and C-N bond lengths appear to be independent of the level of theory employed. It should be noted, however, that the experimental C-O bonds in both Cyp 2 -EN (1.4167(11) Å) and in Cy 2 -EN (1.418(2) Å) (see Table 2 ) are shorter than the average C-O in secondary alcohols found in a survey of crystal structures in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (1.432(11) Å) [74] and interestingly, this is precisely the sort of value predicted by the two DFT methods (see Table S1 ). On the other hand, the mean experimental C-C bond lengths of Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN are as expected for bonds between sp 3 carbon atoms (the CSD average is 1.530(15) Å [74] ) so the DFT calculations do indeed appear to slightly overestimate the C-C bond lengths in the ligands Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN, although the calculated values are still within the standard deviation of the crystallographic data. The addition of polarization functions had virtually no effect on the C-N and C-C bond lengths and caused a small increase in the C-O bond. The use of the CPCM/UAKS solvation model to simulate a condensed phase gave no obvious gain in accuracy at a significant expense of computational time. Table 2 Differences (calculated À observed) in the averages of selected bond lengths between the DFT-determined structures in gas phase (GP) and solvent (CPCM) of three aminoalcohols and the crystallographically determined structures. Table 3 Comparison of selected bond angles between experimentally observed and theoretically computed structures in gas phase (GP) and solvent (CPCM) of three amino-alcohol ligands. Only differences (=calculated À experimental) are shown. a Abbreviations used: str = stretching, asym = asymmetric, sym = symmetric, bend = bending, rock = rocking, scis = scissoring, twist = twisting, wag = wagging, deform = deformation.
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The PBEPBE functional gave a longer C-O bond length than X3LYP and virtually identical results for the C-N and C-C bond lengths. In general, an excellent agreement between the computed and the experimental valence bond angles (Table 3) was also obtained for all combinations studied. Except for the bond angle O-C-C in BHEEN (and that may be an artifact of comparing the geometry of the neutral and the protonated ligand) all the other angles agree to about one degree. Errors in bond length of up to 0.02 Å and errors in bond angle of around 1 o are typical for DFT calculations for molecules with first-and second-row elements [75] . Hence, if the main aim is the prediction of molecular structures, then the use of the larger basis sets and solvation models appears to be unnecessary and calculations at the X3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory appear to be adequate for these compounds.
Vibrational spectra
In Table 4 we compare the most important normal mode harmonic vibrational frequencies obtained from DFT calculations with those of the experimentally measured bands of the three ligands; a full comparison is given in Table S2 of the Supplementary Information. Both the infrared and the Raman spectra were deconvoluted by fitting with the smallest possible number of Lorentzian functions using standard non-linear least squares methods. The fitted frequencies and their intensity, relative to the most intense band in the spectrum, are also listed in Table 4 . The experimental spectra were assigned by comparison with the spectra of ethanolamine [76] and of cyclohexanol [77] , with the help of a standard reference [78] and by matching the computationally calculated band intensities with the experimentally-observed ones. The calculated normal modes were visualized using GaussView 03 [23] . Fig. 2 shows the experimental spectra and the calculated spectra of BHEEN; Figure  S1 of the Supplementary Information shows a portion of its resonance Raman spectrum fitted with a number of Lorentzian functions. In virtually all cases there is a close agreement between the apparent position of each band in the spectrum and the position of the Lorentzian function used to fit the band. For convenience, therefore, we have used the experimental values in our analysis.
Given the complexity of the spectra and the fact that many bands overlap (especially above 2500 cm
À1
) there is some uncertainty in the assignments and many of these (Table S2 ) are tentative. Nevertheless, it is clear that the DFT methods employed generally reproduce the spectra well. A notable difference between the predicted and the observed spectra is the O-H stretching frequency. In free alcohols the O-H stretching frequency is observed as a sharp line between about 3590 and 3650 cm À1 [78] . The DFT calculations predict this to occur at about 3850 cm À1 or 3740 cm À1 in the gas phase (X3LYP and PBEPBE, respectively) and 3590 cm À1 and 3460 cm À1 in a simulated solvent environment. The observed band is broad and centered around 3080 cm
, characteristic of the involvement of the OH group in hydrogen bonding. This is indeed seen in the crystal structures of these compounds (as will be discussed elsewhere [13] ) where, for instance, a short (<2 Å) inter-molecular contacts between the hydroxyl group and N-atom of different molecules is observed in lattices of Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN. It is reasonable to assume that the network of H-bonds in crystal lattices of the three ligands influenced the position of bands in the vibrational spectra not only in the case of the OH groups, but also of other fragments, particularly around N-atoms. Because of this, the direct comparison of computed and experimental bands in Table 4 must be treated with caution.
Anderson and Udval, using largely the training set of Pople et al. [79] , examined the basis set dependence of frequency calculations using B3LYP [80] ; for basis sets of between 6-311G(d,p) and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) quality scaling factors of 0.9679 and 1.0100 were recommended for normal and low-frequency vibrations, respectively. These correspond to calculated:observed frequency ratios of 1.033 and 0.9901, respectively. In a comprehensive examination of the performance of computational methods in calculating fundamental, low-frequency and zero point vibrational energies, Radom et al. [81] showed that DFT methods perform well and recommend the use of Becke's three-and one-parameter hybrid functionals such as B3LYP and B1LYP and the modifications to Becke's B-97 hybrid functional such as B972. For B3LYP, scaling factors for the calculation of fundamental vibrational frequencies were found to have converged at a basis set of 6-311G(d) quality, although convergence is slower for low-frequency vibrations. In Compound Charge transfer between orbitals a Second-order energy E (2) (kcal mol [82] [83] [84] [85] . We observe that, in general, incorporation of the CPCM/UAKS technique improved the prediction of the vibrational frequencies (but no gain in accuracy was observed for structural parameters, bond lengths and angles, as discussed above) and that the PBEPBE functional performed significantly better than X3LYP in this regard. Thus, the average ratio of calculated:observed frequencies (for frequencies >1000 cm
) for PBEPBE/6-311++G(d,p)/CPCM are 0.98(4), 1.02(3) and 1.01(3) for BHEEN, Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN, respectively.
The generally good agreement between the computed and experimental structural and vibrational data suggests that the computed structures are reliable and gives credence to conclusions arrived at from an analysis of the topology of the electron density (see below). This will be particularly important in analyzing metalligand complexes as obtaining diffraction quality crystals of these ligands with a variety of metal ions has proved to be a formidable task. We believe that computed vibrational frequencies, particularly those involving groups that include or are near the N-and O-donor atoms, will provide us with additional insight and understanding of the chemistry between the metal ions and the aminoalcohol ligands.
QTAIM analysis
The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules of Bader [21] has been utilized to explore various possible interactions in a molecular system and its ability to identify these interactions between inter-atomic regions in terms of bond critical points (BCPs) and the formation of ring surfaces characterized by ring critical points (RCPs) is well documented [86] [87] [88] [89] . We used QTAIM analysis to determine whether weak interactions occur in the DFT structures of these three amino-alcohols since these interactions may influence the affinity and selectivity of these ligands towards metal ions. Since we have shown that the 6-31G(d,p) basis set is sufficient to accurately reproduce the solid state structures of these ligands, we focused our QTAIM analysis on structures obtained mainly with this basis set. The values of the electron density, q(r), and its Laplacian, r 2 q(r), at the bond and ring critical points are listed in Table S3 of the Supplementary Information and, for illustration purposes, representative values of BCPs and RCPs are summarized in Table 5 .
The electron density at the BCP usually correlates with the strength of the bond between two atoms. Values of q BCP < 0.10 au are indicative of a closed-shell (i.e., predominantly non-covalent) interaction [90] ; it is usually accompanied by a relatively small and positive value of r 2 q BCP [91] . By contrast, for a shared (i.e., predominantly covalent) interaction, q BCP is usually >0.1 au [90] (or >0.15 au [92] ) and r 2 q BCP , which may be positive or negative [90] (but usually negative [92] ), is typically of the same order as q BCP . As seen in Table 5 , the values for the covalent framework are consistent with the covalent character of these bonds (q(r) > 0.2 au and r 2 q(r) < 0). Examples of the molecular graphs for the structures obtained with the X3LYP functional are shown in Fig. 3 .
It is seen from Fig. 3 that the QTAIM analysis of BHEEN and Cyp 2 -EN did not predict any weak intra-molecular interactions. For example, (see Fig. 1 ) no H-bonding was identified between atoms marked with an asterisk, namely (N1)H15 and O23 or (N2)H16 and O25 in BHEEN, and between (N17)H20 and O18, and (N37)H40 and O38 in Cyp 2 -EN) even though one of the necessary conditions for the existence of such weak interactions, namely the N-HÁ Á ÁO distance criterion, is satisfied. To illustrate this point, the distance between the H-atom on nitrogen and alcoholic oxygen in BHEEN and Cyp 2 -EN at the X3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory is 2.398, 2.531 Å and 2.518, 2.731 Å in the computed and crystallographic structures, respectively. The computed distances are significantly shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of H (1.20 Å) and O (1.52 Å); the experimental values are larger and this can be attributed to the strong inter-molecular H-bonds in which the H-atom on the OH group is involved in. It has been demonstrated recently that an inter-atomic distance smaller than the sum of the van der Waals radii is a necessary but not sufficient condition for bond formation because the directional exchange interaction may dominate over non-directional classical electrostatic interactions [89] . In such a case the distance rule is invalid and examples of atoms that bond preferentially to others that are further, rather than to closer neighbors, are known [93] . In contrast, in Cy 2 -EN there is indeed a typical intra-molecular H-bond resulting from the interaction between (see Fig. 1 ) (N43)H46 and alcoholic oxygen O44, N-HÁ Á ÁO, with a bond path between these two atoms and a BCP (seen as a dot in Fig. 3 ) indicative of an additional localized stabilizing contribution to the overall energy of Cy 2 -EN (and, as expected because of the centrosymmetric nature of the molecule the same is observed between (N20)H23 and O21). The values of (i) q BCP of this H-bond (0.0168 and 0.0175 au from the X3LYP and PBEPBE wavefunctions, respectively) and (ii) r 2 q (0.0679 and 0.0672 au, respectively) are small and positive, diagnostic of a predominantly electrostatic interaction. It is noteworthy that (i) both functionals predicted the formation of the intra-molecular H-bonds only in Cy 2 -EN, and (ii) PBEPBE, which generated better quality Raman spectra, predicted the value of q BCP of this H-bond to be somewhat larger than that obtained from X3LYP. The H-bonding in Cy 2 -EN results in the formation of a 5-member ring with a RCP that is located close to the BCP of the hydrogen bond, indicative of the weakness of the N-HÁ Á ÁO interaction. Using a larger basis set (6-311++G(d,p), for example) with both functionals causes this weak interaction to disappear.
There is an additional and more persistent intra-molecular interaction discovered only in Cy 2 -EN (Fig. 3) , namely a C-HÁ Á ÁH-C interaction or H-H bond [86] between H37 and H42 (and between H14 and H19). It was predicted with both functionals with two smallest basis sets employed (interestingly, the H-bond was predicted only with the smallest basis set used, 6-31G(d,p)). The presence of the H-H bonds results in formation of two additional 6-member rings with the requisite RCPs. The average HÁ Á ÁH distance obtained in the gas phase from the three basis sets is 2.226(5) and 2.228(4) Å when PBEPBE and X3LYP were used, Fig. 4 . Dependence of the second-order perturbation lowering energy (E (2) ) from charge transfer between the alcoholic O-atom and the N-H anti-bonding orbitals in amino-alcohols based on structures generated by X3LYP (circles) and PBEPBE (squares) using a 6-31G(d,p) basis set on the intra-molecular H-bond distance. The data were fitted with an exponential function. respectively. The equivalent distances in the structures generated in a simulated solvent environment from 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-311++G(d,p) are 2.206(1) and 2.207(7) Å when PBEPBE and X3LYP were used, respectively. There is therefore excellent agreement between the computed and experimental (2.204 Å) distances.
As mentioned above, classically this kind of intra-molecular interaction, when identified in metal complexes, has been interpreted as a destabilizing steric repulsion responsible for the decrease in stability of the complex. If these close contacts between H atoms were indeed contributing to destabilization of the molecule, their persistence in the free ligands in the gas phase is difficult to explain.
A bond path in a QTAIM analysis indicates the presence of a preferred quantum-mechanical exchange channel and the interatomic exchange-correlation energy always stabilizes the local interaction [89] . These short contacts would be classically viewed (Fig. 3) . The stabilization may not be negligible; it has been demonstrated that for q BCP values in the range of 0.01 au (as is the case here) the formation of a H-H bond has a stabilizing effect of up to 10 kcal mol À1 [86] . This pairwise additive stabilization does not depend on the attractive or repulsive nature of the classical interaction between the atoms' charge densities. Whether the overall energy of the system decreases as a result of the H-H bond depends on the relative magnitude of the energies of the classical and quantum mechanical interaction. Our QTAIM analysis does not predict the formation of equivalent H-H bonds in Cyp 2 -EN even though the distance criterion is met. It suggests that the presence of a 5m-RR alters the intramolecular interactions in the molecule. It is seen in Table 5 that q RCP and r 2 q RCP of the cyclopentyl moiety in Cyp 2 -EN are twice as large as those of the cyclohexyl moiety in Cy 2 -EN. One might speculate that the increased electron density within the 5-member ring is responsible for the absence of the preferential quantum-mechanical exchange channels between atoms that meet the distance criterion (as discussed above for Cyp 2 -EN) and hence no intra-molecular H-bonds and H-H bonds are observed in this molecule. This may be important in explaining the differences in their solution chemistry where Cyp 2 -EN has a significantly smaller affinity for metal ions than Cy 2 -EN [20] . We shall address this issue elsewhere.
NBO analysis
We attempted to verify the existence of these weak interactions by performing an NBO analysis on the X3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and PBEPBE/6-31G(d,p) structures since QTAIM alone does not give the origin of these interactions. H-bond formation is presumed to stem from an n(O) ? r * (NH) charge delocalization. However, there are other factors such as electrostatic, polarization, and dispersion interactions that result in the net stabilization of the H-bonding contacts, but NBO analysis does not provide a separate estimate of these components. The computed values of E (2) , together with some structural parameters applicable either to the demonstrated H-bonds (in Cy 2 -EN) or to the molecular fragments where H-bonds would be expected to form, as discussed above for BHEEN and Cyp 2 -EN, are listed in Table 6 . The NBO analysis predicts an electron exchange between appropriate orbitals and non-zero values of E (2) for all three ligands. One might therefore argue that H-bonding does occur in all three, and that the strength of the H-bond is in the order Cy 2 -EN > BHEEN > Cyp 2 -EN, an order that is consonant with a decrease in the N-HÁ Á ÁO distance (Fig. 4) is basis set dependent and marginally dependent on whether a hybrid or a pure GGA functional is used, the trend Cy 2 -EN > BHEEN > Cyp 2 -EN is preserved, suggesting that this is indeed a true physical property of these ligands.
It is interesting to note that the same trend is observed when the strength of metal complexes with these three ligands is analysed [20] (Table 1) , log K ML (Cy 2 -EN) > log K ML (BHEEN) > log K ML (Cyp 2 -EN) for any given M(II) ion. Since the donor atoms are the same in the three ligands, and the only change in their structure is the presence of 5m-RR in Cyp 2 -EN and a 6m-RR in Cy 2 -EN compared with BHEEN, it is clear that the presence of these rings influences complex stability. Since the formation of a complex implies an exchange of electron density between the donor atoms of the ligand and the metal ion, and since the second-order stabilization energy E (2) discussed above is directly related to the donor atoms in the three ligands, it might be tentatively concluded that the ability of the ligand to transfer charge between orbitals as indicated in Table 6 , and that is described by E (2) , is a factor that influences its ability to form complexes with metal ions. We are currently studying the structure of these ligands with metal ions and hope to establish whether this is an important factor in determining the stability of their metal ion complexes. The NBO analysis did not identify the weak H-H bond in Cy 2 -EN (Fig. 3) predicted by the QTAIM analysis. As we pointed out above, the RCP and BCP are close to each other and hence this interaction is presumably below the 0.5 kcal mol À1 significance threshold in Gaussian 03.
We briefly investigated the effect of a solvent (water) on these weak interactions by performing an NBO analysis on the structures of the amino-alcohols determined with PBEPBE/6-31G(d,p) by incorporating the CPCM/UAKS technique. As was the case in the gas phase, we found no weak interactions for BHEEN and for Cyp 2 -EN. However, the N-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bond (but not the very weak H-H bond) in Cy 2 -EN found in the gas phase persisted in water with E (2) = 0.7 kcal mol À1 .
Summary
The geometries of the three amino-alcohol ligands were energy-minimized both at the RX3LYP and RPBEPBE levels of theory in conjunction with three basis sets, 6-31G(d,p), 6-31+G(d,p), and 6-311++G(d,p) under C i point group symmetry. Both the methods predicted bond lengths within the standard deviation of available crystallographic data. They overestimated C-O and C-C bond lengths (by up to 0.02 Å), but the C-N bond lengths were reproduced to better than 0.01 Å. The calculated C-C and C-N bond lengths appear to be independent of the level of theory employed. The addition of polarization functions had a negligible effect on the bond lengths and the use of the CPCM/UAKS solvation model gave no obvious gain in accuracy. An excellent agreement between the computed and the experimental bond angles was also obtained for all combinations studied. As with bond lengths, the use of a larger basis set or the simulation of a condensed phase, offered no significant improvement in valence angles. To gain insight into the nature of the bonding interactions between atoms constituting the ligands, we have applied both QTAIM and NBO techniques to the wavefunctions of the energyminimized structures. The QTAIM analysis of BHEEN and Cyp 2 -EN did not predict intra-molecular interactions even though the geometric criterion (distance between two atoms being smaller than the sum of the atoms' van der Waals radii) was satisfied. Both functionals, but only with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set, predicted the formation of intra-molecular H-bonds in Cy 2 -EN; PBEPBE, which generated better quality Raman spectra, predicted the value of q BCP of this H-bond to be larger than that obtained from X3LYP. An additional and more persistent intra-molecular interaction in Cy 2 -EN, namely a C-HÁ Á ÁH-C interaction (or H-H bond) was also observed. It has been predicted with both functionals and the two smaller basis sets employed. The average HÁ Á ÁH distance obtained in the gas phase in conjunction with the three basis sets is 2.226(5) and 2.228(4) Å when PBEPBE and X3LYP were used, respectively. The equivalent distances in the structures generated in a simulated solvent environment CPCM/UAKS obtained from 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets are 2.206(1) and 2.207(7) Å when PBEPBE and X3LYP were used, respectively; this is in excellent agreement with the experimental distance of 2.204 Å. Classically, this kind of intra-molecular interaction, when identified in metal complexes, is interpreted as a destabilizing steric repulsion responsible for the decrease in stability of the complex. We have rationalized the presence of the H-and a H-H bonds in Cy 2 -EN and their absence in Cyp 2 -EN in terms of differences in the values of q RCP and r 2 q RCP of the 5-member and 6-member alkyl rings in Cyp 2 -EN and Cy 2 -EN, respectively. As expected, the open shell and closed shell interactions in these ligands are characterized by q BCP > 0, r 2 q BCP < 0 and q BCP > 0, r 2 q BCP > 0, respectively. These interactions disappeared when we enlarged the size of the basis set to 6-311++G(d,p), indicative of the importance of an appropriate selection of a basis set for the study of weak interactions. The NBO analysis of the second-order perturbation lowering energy (E (2) ) (from charge transfer between the alcoholic O-atom and the N-H anti-bonding orbitals in all three amino-alcohols) suggests that there are indeed weak N-HÁ Á ÁO interactions in all the ligands. These are clearly evident when 6-31G(d,p) and 6-31+G(d,p) basis sets were used but their magnitude decreases when the size of the basis set was increased to 6-311++G(d,p). The strength of the intra-molecular H-bond between the amino and alcohol functionalities in these amino-alcohols follows the trend Cy 2 -EN > -BHEEN > Cyp 2 -EN that mimics the trend, log K ML (Cy 2 -EN) > log K ML (BHEEN) > log K ML (Cyp 2 -EN), observed when the strength of metal complexes involving Cu 2+ (r = 0.57 Å), Ni 2+ (r = 0.69 Å), and Cd 2+ (r = 0.95 Å) with these three ligands is analyzed. We suspect that the ability of these ligands to form intra-molecular interactions may influence the strength of their complexes with metal ions; we are currently investigating this and will report our findings elsewhere.
